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To present the basics of ICF!
!
!To put our expectations of NIF target performance into that context!

!
To (…try to …) balance simplicity with  quantitative results!
!
!To briefly review what ( some of ) the current challenges are!
!
! ! ! ! !and!
!

The goals of this talk!

To reflect on what an impressive neutron source NIF already is!
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Coulomb barrier makes high temperatures 
necessary for DT thermonuclear fusion!

  3.5 MeV    14.1 MeV!

D n!

T α

Qfusion = 3.3 1014 J / kg!

D + T      α  +  n!

“Nature’s Gift”!
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What is “inertial confinement”?!
Inertial confinement is the minimal form of confinement — the fuel 
is confined only by its own inertia ⇒ How long until it falls apart?!

ρ
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rarefaction 
propagates into and 
decompresses the !
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The burn fraction is determined by the “areal  
density” ρ R !

Require ρ R ≥ 30 kg/m2 for f ≥ 1/3!€ 

f ≈
τ conf
τ burn

=
n σ v  R
2• 4cs

=
ρ R

8 mi  cs / σ v
≅

ρ R
90 kg/m2    ,    @Ti = 30 keV

€ 

   dnT
dt

= −nTnD σ v     &    nT = nD =
n
2

⇒  dn
dt

=
−n2

2
σ v    

fusion burn rate!

burn fraction!

“30”/”30” in MKS!

fusion burn rate!
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A reasonable fuel mass requires high fuel 
compression (~ factor of > 1000)!

€ 

 f ~ 1/3   ⇒    ρ R ≅ 30. kg/m2   ⇒    M =
4 π
3
ρ R3 =

4 π
3

ρ R( )
ρ2

3

ρ(kg/m3) R(m)! M(kg)! Y(MJ) = f MQfus!
!

250!
!

0.12!

!

!
1.8!

!

!
1.8 × 108!

~ 43 kilotons TNT!!

!
1,000,000!

!
0.00003!

!
1.2 × 10-7!

!

!
13!

Spherical imploded mass!

NIF!
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Achieving such high densities requires spherical 
compression by Ri /Rf > 10!

Exploit R3 compression with spheres!
!
!
!
!
In practice, we accelerate a hollow shell (with 20% of the initial 
mass) inward to high velocity ⇒ require convergence of ~ 30!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
NIF:  Rinitial = 1 mm ⇒ Rfinal = 30 µm 
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The two principal approaches to ICF are direct 
drive and indirect drive!
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Actually, ICF is rocket science!!

•  Rocket-like reactions.!

For indirect drive, to maximize “rocket efficiency”, 
the payload is at an optimal mass fraction  of ~ 20%!

Lasers!
or !
X-rays	


Energy absorption 
region!

Heated 
Exhaust	


For a capsule this takes place 
in spherical geometry!

this solution.4 Thus, the shell velocity at any point in the cap-
sule trajectory up to the end of the acceleration phase can be
related to the fraction of mass ablated from the shell. Note
that the velocity U is negative here: the capsule is imploding,
so U ¼ dR

dt < 0. Throughout this paper, we take the liberty of
dropping the negative sign and describing the magnitude of
the velocity.

A. Ignition goal rocket curves

Rocket curves for a DT capsule that meets the ignition
ðM;Vf uelÞ goal and its corresponding symcap are compared
in Fig. 3. These rocket curves were generated from the same
two 1D HYDRA calculations shown in Fig. 2. The rocket
model approximation Eq. (5) agrees well with the HYDRA

simulation for vex ¼ 167 km=s. This is slightly higher than
the sound speed cs $

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZTR=Mi

p
¼ 125 km=s at TR ¼ 300 eV

(using Z¼ 3.5 for CH). The formulas for vex in Saillard4

(derived from fits to radiation-hydrodynamics simulations)
give 167 km/s for TR ¼ 265 eV or vex ¼ 178 km=s for
TR ¼ 300 eV.

For this drive (Fig. 7), the unablated mass of the ablator
for the DT capsule when it reaches Vf uel ¼ 370 km=s is
M¼ 0.27 mg, slightly higher than the ignition goal
M¼ 0.25 mg. The velocity difference between the symcap
and DT capsules described in Fig. 2, DV ¼ 35 km=s, is
evident, as well as a difference in final ablator mass of
DM ¼ 0:21 mg. This is slightly larger than the initial ablator
mass difference between a symcap and a DT capsule, equal
to the nominal fuel mass of 0.17 mg. These two numbers
ðDV;DMÞ allow us to define the equivalent mass/velocity
goal for a symcap, VCoM ¼ 335 km=s, and M¼ 0.46 mg.

The key physical insight provided by the rocket model
Eq. (4) and its approximate solution Eq. (5) is that for a
given capsule, due to the slow dependence of vex on TR,
changing the intensity or duration of the main drive will

simply move the final (U, M) of the capsule further up or
down the rocket curve. Together with the symcap mass/ve-
locity goal, defined above, this insight simplifies the NIF
velocity tuning campaign to two requirements,

(1) Determine the initial capsule mass required to pass
through the symcap velocity goal VCoM ¼ 335 km=s with
ablator mass remaining M % 0:46 mg.

(2) Determine the laser power and energy needed to drive
this capsule to the velocity goal.

B. Experimental rocket curves for 209 lm capsules

As mentioned above, the key insight provided by the
rocket model is that changing the main drive on a capsule
simply moves the final (U, M) further up or down the rocket
curve. The large database of convergent ablator data on NIF
provides a test of this insight, as this database contains many
shots with basically the same capsule but different drive
histories. Fig. 4 compares the velocity, mass data ðVCoM;MÞ
from twelve convergent ablator experiments to their corre-
sponding 2D post-shot HYDRA calculations. Each point in
Fig. 4 represents one data point from an experiment. The
center-of-mass radius RCoM is calculated from the inverted
radiograph using Eq. (2).

The radius RCoM is less sensitive to details in the density
profile qðrÞ than higher-order moments (M) and can be deter-
mined to within a few microns. The accuracy of VCoM, the
time-derivative of RCoM, is determined primarily by the tim-
ing uncertainty of the framing camera GXD or the streak
camera DISC. For the four-strip gated detector GXD, each
VCoM point is obtained by finite differencing RCoM on adja-
cent strips, whereas M is interpolated between strips. A simi-
lar technique is used for the DISC streak camera, using a
group of adjacent pixels (in time) in place of a strip. Note
that the center-of-mass velocity VCoM is not identical to the
mass-average velocity U from Eq. (4), although they show
very similar behavior. Both quantities can be readily

FIG. 3. Rocket curves for a thicker (215 lm) DT capsule and (229 lm) sym-
cap from two 1D HYDRA calculations that use the same x-ray drive source.
The blue dashed curve is simply Eq. (5), U ¼ &167lnðM

M0
Þ, and passes

through the HYDRA symcap simulation. The ignition mass/velocity goal
Vf uel ¼ 370 km=s, M¼ 0.25 mg is shown as a red'. The error bar
DM ¼ 60:05 mg represents the total uncertainty in inferring the mass from
a convergent ablator experiment. This error bar is not meant to represent a
tolerance on the ignition mass goal.

FIG. 4. Rocket curves for nominal (209 lm63 lm) symcaps from twelve
convergent ablator experiments and their corresponding 2D post-shot HYDRA

calculations. The twelve shots vary in laser peak power, capsule dopant con-
centration, LEH size, and hohlraum wall material. The data generally lie on
the simulated rocket curves within the measurement uncertainty. The thick-
ness of the bundle of simulated rocket curves is dM $ 0:2 mg in mass or
dVCoM $ 25 km=s in velocity.

056311-5 Meezan et al. Phys. Plasmas 20, 056311 (2013)
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Meezan et al PoP 20, 
056311 (‘13)!

Vimp = Vexh ln (m / m0)!
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Summary of energy flow in ICF implosions!

•  Driver energy ED!

•  Ecpl = coupled energy. !

•  ECPL= ηCED!

•  Thermal and !

•  kinetic energy!

•  K.E. = ηHECPL .   EKE = ηH  ηC ED!

•  Assembled Thermal Energy!
•  EAF = ηAF ηH  ηC ED!

•  Thermonuclear burn!

•  Dis - assembly!
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To get high gain on NIF, let fusion itself do the 
heating: hot spot ignition and propagating burn!

Configure fuel like so:!

•  Hot spot heated by PdV compressive work to ~  5 keV.!
–   It has only a small fraction of the mass.!

•   Alpha particles stop in hot spot and raise T to ~ 10 keV. Then more alphas from hot 
spot stop in surrounding cold dense fuel !
–  heat up an annular shell of DT to 5 -10 keV  (while neutrons fly out)!

•  Annular shell fuses, & its alphas heat the next shell of DT:  a propagating 
thermonuclear burn wave.!

•  Thus, (1/5 of) fusion itself does the heating. This leads to high gain.!
•  What are the necessary conditions for the hot spot?!

•  How much energy does it take to simply compress DT without heating it?!

Pressure equilibrium	

ρ	
Ti	


rHS	
 rFuel	


“Hot spot”	


106!

105!

5!

30 µm!

ρrHS = 3! ρΔR = 15!
45 µm!
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Ignition physics:!
Heating!

•   PdV work done on gas during implosion;!

•   α heating!

•  Need: ρhs Rhs ≈ range of α ≈ 3 kg/m2 (@ 10 keV) for hot spot to boot-strap from 5 to 10 keV.!

 Cooling!

•   electron conduction, !

•   rad losses  (need T > 4 keV to overcome bremsstrahlung losses) !

•   PdV work done by gas during explosion!

For a non ideal implosion, heating  time scales can be stretched by:!

Incomplete stagnation: lessens PdV heating rate!

Perturbed shell interface: more area for conductive losses!

Mix of cold fuel into hot spot  lowers T. !

Mix of CH ablator into hot spot supplies higher Z: increases rad losses!

!This stretched time scale means we can lose the ignition game of “beat the clock”!
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Ignition criteria: ρhs Rhs ≈ 3 kg/m2 & Ths = 5 keV !

!

•  Hot spot must be large enough to supply alpha's for next shell of high density material 
(with ρΔR of 3 ) to heat it to 5 (and then 10) keV.!
–  That shell has 3x the mass of the hot spot:!

! ! !H.S.                      vs. !Next Shell (“N.S.”)!

!

!

!!

!        Claim:  ρhs Rhs = 3 again does the trick! Because ⇒ fb ≈ 3%!

•  EαHS = (3.6 MeV DT) fb (MHS / mDT ) = 108 keV ( MHS / mDT ) = 36 keV ( MNS / mDT ) .   !

•  E10keVNS =  (3/2) (5 keV) (4 particles per DT) ( MNS / mDT )  = 30 keV ( MNS / mDT ) !

!

€ 

4
3
π ρhsRhs

3 = 4π Rhs
2 ρhsRhs

3
$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
) 

€ 

4π Rhs
2 ρnsΔRns( )

∴ EαHS  enough to heat the mass of the shell next to the hot spot!
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What is the energy needed to compress the fuel?!
•  We must do work against quantum back-pressure in order to compress the electrons. !

–  Fermions - only 1e is allowed per state. !

•  Particles squeezed closer together increase their momentum,!
–   their kinetic energy will increase, !
–  creating a "back-pressure" to cold compression.!

•  For DT:!

€ 

K.E.≈ p
2

2m
≈
h2

2m
1
Δx( )2

≈
h2

2m
1

V/N( )2/3
≈ εF

Etot =NεF ∴P ~ E
V
~ h

2

2m
N5/3

V5/3

& 

' 
( 

) 

* 
+ ~ Cρ5 / 3

€ 

PFD Pa( ) = 2.2•106αρ5 / 3 EFD J( ) = 3.3 ⋅106α ρDT
2/3MDT kg( )

The minimum value of α is 1 for matter which is Fermi degenerate 	
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With α s from hot spot / propagating burn wave 
now doing the heating,  gain can be much higher!

!                 Energy pay-off from fusion = “Q”  = EF  /  M = 3.3 1014                      (J/kg)!

!

Energy investment in cold- compression = EC  /  MC = α 3.3 106 ρC 2/3    (J/kg)!
!

!

So for  ρC = 106   kg/m3,    Inherent Gain = 104 / α!
!

!

Scaling:!

Larger energy drivers can have larger R  (but cost more $)!

 Larger  R requires less ρ to achieve the required ρR product.!

Lower  ρ leads to higher Gain.!
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We can now estimate that the anticipated Gain 
from NIF will be ~ 10!

Scale! 1/α	
 104/ρ6
2/3! ηC! ηH! ηAF! fB! G!

 NIF! 1.0!

!

104/1.0!

!

0.1! 0.1! 0.5! 0.2! 10!
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What implosion velocity is required to achieve the 
required fuel assembly?!

!

Then Vimp
2 = 4 ( EC  /  MC  ) = 4 x 3.3 106 ρC 2/3!

!

So for ρC = 106   ,    Vimp = 3.6 105 m / s!

•  With Rf= 30 µm, & a  CR = 30 , this implies R0 = 1 mm!

•  Then expect an implosion time of t = 1 10-3 / 3 105 = 3 ns!

•  Then power required is 1.5 MJ / 3 ns = 500 TW!
!

€ 

ηAFKE =
1
2
KE =

1
2
1
2
MCVimp

2 = EC

1/2 represents Imperfect implosion - (need to build in “margin”)!
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The NIF ignition design!

LLNL-PRES-559594
PPL NUF 2012 ICF Basics Rosen

Ignition Target designs have a number of  

general features 

Pure Au or U hohlraum with 
Au surface layer

Laser Beams: 24 quads 
through each LEH arranged 
control symmetry

Laser Entrance Hole 
sized to balance LPI and 
radiative losses –  
56–60% of LEH diameter He fill to  control symmetry and 

minimize LPI  


5.44
mm

Capsule fill tube ~10 μm  

Capsule with low-z 
ablator (CH, Be, or 
HDC*) and cryo DT fuel 
layer

*High Density Carbon

PPL NUF ICF Basics Rosen 

Beams!

Au wall!

Fill tube!

Gas fill!

1 mm radius!

Main pulse: 
500 TW!
3 ns!
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Example: NIF “gain 10” target assembly!

Start with 1.3 MJ of NIF laser light!
•  Assume indirect drive: ! !         , so assembled fuel has Etot 

= 0.017 MJ  (but part of “payload” is “left-over” ablator: ! 11 kJ in DT)!
•  Distribute the fuel into a hot spot (with T = 5 keV, and ρR = 3 kg/m2) and 

cold Fermi degenerate fuel (α = 1) , in pressure equilibrium .!

•  Assume RH= 25 µm = 2.5 10-5 m. !

•  Implies ρH = 1.2 105 kg/m3      (so that ρHRH = 3 kg/m2 )!

€ 

MH =
4

3
πρHRH

3 = 8 ⋅10−9 kg

EH = 2( )
3

2

 

 
 
 

 
 Ni kT = 4 ⋅103J

€ 

η
c

= 0.12,η
h

= 0.11
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Now for the NIF cold fuel & Gain calculation!

•  Pressure:!

•  Pressure Equilibrium!
•  Cold Fuel: Recall that !
 !

€ 

PH = (2)ni kT = 2
ρH

4.2 ⋅10−27
 

 
 

 

 
 5 ⋅10

3
1.6 ⋅10−19( )

€ 

⇒ PH = PC = 2.2 ⋅106ρ
c

5 / 3 ⇒ ρ
c

=1.5 ⋅106kg/m3

Ec = EDT −EH =11KJ − 4KJ = 7KJ
Ec = 3.3⋅106ρc

2/3Mc ⇒ Mc =1.7 ⋅10−7kg
4
3
πρ(RF

3 − RH
3 ) =Mc ⇒ ρΔRc ≈15kg/m2

⇒ fb =
ρΔRc

ρΔRc + 70
≈ 0.2

Gain = fbMcQDT

EDriver

=
0.2 1.7⋅10−7kg( ) 3.3⋅1014J/kg( )

1.3106J
= 9

€ 

EDT = (E tot −Eun-abl) = (17 − 6)103 J( ) =11KJ
€ 

= 4.5 ⋅10
16
Pa

Y = 12 MJ!
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What neutron flux do we expect from a successful 
NIF ignition target?!

!

!

•  Rf = 30 µm, & Cs = 106 m/s , implies t0 = 10 psec!
•  Y = 10 MJ implies 4 1018 neutrons!
•  Production rate: 4 1029 neutrons / sec!
•  Near target center: Fluence is:  !

– 4 1026 neutrons / m2 !
– And Flux is:!

•  4 1037 neutrons / m2 sec!

This could well be the “killer app” for NIF science!
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So where are we now at NIF?!

PH = (2)ni kT = 2
ρH

4.2 ⋅10−27
#

$
%

&

'
( 5 ⋅103 ⋅1.6 ⋅10−19( ) = 4.0 ⋅1016 Pa

For hot spot ignition we need ρHRH = 3 kg/m2 , !
!
If RHS = 30 µm = 3 10-5 m,  !   ρH = 1.0 105 kg/m3!

!
We also need a THS ~ 5 keV!
!
! Pressure:!

Analysis of Yield data* implies we are ~ 2 - 3 x below this 400 GB pressure!
!
At present, non-spherical imploded shape is a serious contender for being 
the main “spoiler”!

!
There may be other effects in play too, such as electron preheat** that 
raises “α”!

!
* Cerjan et al PoP 20, 056319(‘13)! ** Robey et al PoP 21, 022703(‘14)!
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The Shape Challenge: 
Go from here…!

~2 mm!
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… to here, while keeping it round.!

~2 mm!

50 µm!
hot spot!

…and keep it 
round 
throughout the 
pulse to 
eliminate 
“sloshing”!
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- The tent that holds the capsule in place impacts the implosion ~ P4!
- Beam pointing and subsequent plasma flow: P2, P4!
!!

There are multiple sources of asymmetry!

which generates 10.25 keV Ge He– a x rays over a !1 mm
diameter spot lasting about 2 ns. To provide a line-of-sight
from the Ge backlighter foil through the hohlraum to the
gated x-ray detector, two 0.9" 0.83 mm diagnostic holes are
cut out of opposite sides of the hohlraum wall and plugged
by high-density carbon windows.

This technique gives symmetry information earlier in
time than Compton radiography and self emission, and for an
extended time interval giving valuable symmetry swing infor-
mation. However, it integrates the asymmetries from all the
epochs in Figure 3 since the measurements typically occur af-
ter the laser is switched off. A frame (from the 16 frames
obtained on this shot) of the backlit image at a radius of
!200 lm of an imploding capsule driven in a scale-575 hohl-
raum is shown in Figure 6(a). Also shown in Figure 6(b) is the
time-integrated self emission hot-spot image obtained on the
same experiment. It is evident from the backlit image that the
imploding shell has a diamond shape that is even more pro-
nounced in the self emission image. To be more quantitative,
the backlit frame is divided into angular sectors, and the radial
lineout for each sector is analyzed for the minimum transmis-
sion and maximum slope radii. These radii correspond
approximately to the peak density of the shell and the ablation
surface, respectively.32 The two contours constructed from
these radii of all angular sectors are independently fit with a
Legendre polynomial series. By repeating the process for all
frames, the time evolution of the low mode shape and implo-
sion velocity are obtained.32 The time history of the minimum
transmission P4 as a function of shell radius (P0) is shown in
Figure 7, showing a large inflight P4 that grows in time.

The inflight P4 can be reduced by moving the location
of the outer cones further away from the equator of the

hohlraum. To prevent clipping of the outer cones by the
hohlraum side wall at the LEH, the hohlraum is lengthened
by the same amount as the outer beams move. Detailed inte-
grated hohlraum-capsule simulations using HYDRA showed
the presence of an inflight diamond-like P4 that phase inverts
to square-like P4 hot spot self-emission image. These calcu-
lations suggested that a 700 lm longer hohlraum than the
nominal length scale-575 would minimize the inflight P4. A
series of experiments with different length hohlraums has
been performed32 that showed a substantial reduction of the
inflight P4. Figure 6(c) shows that the diamond shape P4 has
been reduced inflight, but that the hot spot emission has a
more pronounced P4 (see Figure 6(d)) in contradiction to
simulations. We believe that the capsule-support tent is
impacting the hot-spot images, but is minimally impacting
the inflight shape analysis.33 The inflight shape of both sym-
caps (in which the DT or tritium-hydrogen-deuterium (THD)
ice fuel layer is replaced by an equivalent mass of plastic)
and layered targets was measured. Figure 7 shows the evolu-
tion of P4 for these two target types driven with nominally
identical conditions using the 700 lm longer scale-575 hohl-
raum. These inflight shapes are very similar, enabling us to
tune using the easier-to-field symcap platform rather than the
more complex layered capsules. While simulations predicted
a reduction in the swing in P4 with the longer hohlraum, the
experiment does not seem to show this reduction. This sug-
gests that the experiment has an early time asymmetry that
has not been captured in the model and has motivated further
constraints of the model by looking earlier in time.

IV. SHOCK SYMMETRY

The presence of inflight P4 swings even in the longer
hohlraum suggests that an asymmetry earlier in the radiation
drive was introduced. Ways to measure the shell inflight at

FIG. 6. (a) 2D radiography image of an imploding capsule in a scale-575
hohlraum when the capsule radius is at 200 lm and (b) the corresponding
self emission hot-spot image. Also shown is the (c) backlit image at 200 lm
and (d) self emission image when an identical capsule is driven in a þ
700 lm scale-575 hohlraum.

FIG. 7. The evolution of the minimum transmission P4 as a function of
inflight shell radius (P0) for a symcap in a nominal length scale-575 hohl-
raum (red), a symcap (black), and a THD layered capsule (blue) in a þ
700 lm scale-575 hohlraum.
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Backlit shape at r=200 µm:!
a)  Nominal length hohraum!
c)   +700 µm hohlraum!

R. Town et al PoP 21 , 056313 (‘14)!

- Cross beam energy transfer varies in time : P2, P4!

-  Efforts are underway to monitor symmetry throughout the pulse!
-  “sloshing” can be a source of asymmetry and residual kinetic 

energy upon stagnation!
!!

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory LLNL-PRES-640414 
14 

M.D. Rosen HEDSS2013 Columbus, Ohio 

!  Perturbation from capsule support tent appears 
in radiography images 

!  Not seen in an experiment with a different laser 
pulse designed to have lower growth 

!  Why? 
 

There are some clues on how to 
control mix 

?? 

5.5 mm!
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Non-uniformities can threaten the implosion in 
many ways!

They make compression less efficient. !
- Like squeezing a balloon, gas can bulge out!
- Less PdV work done on the gas!

If perturbations get too big, the shell can break apart.!
!
If too much cold material gets in, it can cool the forming hot core!
!
Residual kinetic energy means:!
 less thermal energy in the stagnated assembly.!
!
!
!
!
Initial attempts at stagnated core x-radiography:!
 may indicate “blobs”, not a shell!

markers is inversely proportional to the yield, where the
marker size is larger for lower yields. We see a good mono-
tonic variation of the yield when plotted with all three met-
rics. Here, the residual kinetic energy is calculated as the
mass averaged kinetic energy of the DT that is not part of the
hot spot, at maximum compression.

We have found a functional form of these three shape
metrics that is well correlated with yield reduction. A
weighted RMS of the three parameters was chosen as a start-
ing point so that the yield contours in Fig. 4 are described as
ellipsoids. The coefficients for this function minimize the
spread in YOC by using non-linear least squares minimization

X ¼ 1

15

!"
RRMS=RAVG

0:72

#2

þ
"

qRRMS=qRAVG

1:0

#2

þ
"

KEResidual=KEPeak

0:082

#2$:5
: (3)

The denominator of 15 is chosen to set the maximum value
of X to 1.0. Here, the first term is the RMS/AVG radius of

the hot spot. The second term is the qR RMS/AVG of the
fuel at bang time and the third term is the residual fuel ki-
netic energy at peak compression normalized to the kinetic
energy at peak implosion velocity. The denominators for
each term were set using a fitting procedure described below.
The importance of the terms, or sensitivity to yield reduction,
is greater for smaller denominators. Thus, yield reduction is
the most sensitive to the residual kinetic energy term. This
can also be seen in Figs. 4 and 5(d) where the yield falls off
most quickly with this metric. The denominators for the hot
spot shape and the qR are similar, which can also be seen in
Figs. 3 and 4.

The YOC is plotted against this functional form in Fig.
5(c). In addition, YOC is plotted vs the first term in Eq. (3),
Fig. 5(a), and vs the first two terms in Eq. (3), Fig. 5(b). As
each term is dropped, the coefficients are redetermined and
the X axis is renormalized to 1. In each case, the coefficients
are determined by a least squares fit to a function form of
yield vs X, which is done to minimize the spread in the data
points. Figure 5(d) shows YOC vs only the normalized resid-
ual kinetic energy. The yield is reduced with increasing hot
spot shape asymmetry at bang time, increasing qR distortion
at bang time, and increasing residual kinetic energy at bang
time (or energy that is not converted into heating and com-
pressing of the fuel). Here, the spread in YOC is reduced
when the second term, qR distortion, is considered (Figs.
5(a) vs 5(b)), and further reduced by including the residual
kinetic energy term (Figs. 5(b) vs 5(c)). Using Eq. (3) and
Fig. 5(c), we can determine an elliptical surface with minor
axes for a given value of X that results in a specific value of
YOC. For example, a YOC of 80% corresponds to a lower
bound X value of #0.054. Then, by setting Eq. (3) equal to
0.054, we determine the minor axes to be 20% in qR
RMS/AVG, 15% in hot spot radius RMS/AVG, and 1.7% in
residual kinetic energy kinetic energy at peak velocity. Then,
the maximum spec for each metric is set by these axes, i.e.,
if only that term is contributing.

We also find that this functional form results in good
correlation between yield reduction and shape metrics for
two additional pulse shapes, N120321 and a four shock Rev5
ignition pulse shape. Figure 6 shows the absolute yield plot-
ted against the functional form in Eq. (3) for the three pulse

FIG. 4. Yield over clean (YOC), or yield over symmetric yield, plotted as a
function of the qR RMS/AVG, hot spot radius RMS/AVG, and the residual
kinetic energy at peak compression divided by the kinetic energy at peak ve-
locity. Each data point represents a 2D simulation with varying levels of
applied P2 and/or P4.

FIG. 5. (a) Yield over symmetric yield (YOC), plotted as a function of the first term in Eq. (3): hot spot shape RMS/AVG. (b) YOC plotted as a function of the
first and second terms in Eq. (3): hot spot shape RMS/AVG and qR RMS/AVG. (c) YOC plotted as a function of all terms in Eq. (3): hot spot shape
RMS/AVG, qR RMS/AVG, and normalized residual kinetic energy at peak compression. (d) YOC plotted as a function of the normalized residual kinetic
energy at peak compression only.
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042708 (2014): !

Nuclear diagnostics have supported the notion that the shell is non–uniform, 
& that bulk velocity elements of the fuel are at play at “stagnation”!
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High Foot Implosions are less stressing in many 
ways, and have given improved performance!

They have higher α, leading to:!
!
-  Lower Convergence ratios!

-  less sensitivity to symmetry!

-  Lower hydrodynamic instability growth!
- less of a tent perturbation!
- near zero mix!

The low amounts of mix imply that samples could be placed in the 
dense fuel in close proximity to the hot spot fluence!

In spite of the toroidal shapes and even for the worst per-
forming high-foot implosions, the inferred levels of CH abla-
tor mix into the hot-spot were low (<100 ng for all but one
shot, N130530 which had <200 ng of mix inferred), in con-
trast to low-foot implosions.2,37,38 Fig. 7 shows a comparison
of neutron yield vs. CH mix mass for all high-foot shots and
a select number of low-foot shots. Note in Fig. 7 that several
low-foot shots had low mix inferred—these were lower speed
coasting implosions generally. Interestingly, in-spite of non-
1D shape, 1D simulations of high-foot shots are in much bet-
ter agreement with measured yield than low-foot shots (see
Fig. 8 where yield-over-clean, YOC, from 1D HYDRA36

simulation is plotted against CH ablator mix fraction). Both
the improved A-RT stability and reduced convergence ratio,
CR, of the high-foot pulse-shape contribute to a more predict-
able implosion as measured by higher YOC.

The expected reduced hot-spot CR and fuel compression
levels for the high-foot implosions are measured and shown
in Fig. 9 (left frame). In Fig. 9, it is observed that high-foot
implosions generally compress less, but there is also a con-
siderable range of compressions/convergence within each
class of either high-foot or low-foot implosions. In spite of
trading off compression to gain stability, the net performance
of the high-foot in terms of ignition metrics, such as general-
ized Lawson criteria (GLC)39 or yield amplification due to
a-particle self-heating40 (Ya=Yna, ratio of yield with

FIG. 7. For the database of high-foot (green) and low-foot (blue) shots on
NIF, total neutron yield is plotted against the inferred amount of ablator
mix.37 An uncertainty band corresponding to 100 ng of mix is imposed in
the figure. Laser power and energy for the key high-foot experiments are
noted.

FIG. 8. 1D simulations of the implosion performance (using multi-
frequency radiation drive sources that are calibrated to shock-timing and im-
plosion trajectory data) are plotted against ablator mix fraction. High-foot
results (green) show high YOC, while low-foot results are generally lower.
As expected, for low-foot experiments with large mix fractions, the YOC is
particularly low.

FIG. 9. (Top frame) DSR, a measure of ðqrÞf uel is plotted against hot-spot
convergence ratio. (Bottom frame) total neutron yield is plotted against fuel
ðqrÞf uel. High-foot shots (green) are generally less compressed and have a
higher yield than low-foot (blue) shots consistent with high-foot adiabat
being higher and convergence ratio lower than low-foot shots. The three
highest performing shots are highlighted with their shot number in red.
Contours of yield multiplication due to alpha-particle self-heating and GLC
are also shown on the right frame.
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IV. IMPLOSION PERFORMANCE

After a number of preparatory experiments and analysis
to establish shock timing, hot-spot shape control, ablator
shape, ablator-hohlraum energy coupling, and implosion
trajectory (see Appendix A) for the high-foot pulse-shape, a
series of cryogenic DT layer implosion experiments
established the integrated target performance under various
drive conditions (see Table I). Key measured quantities are

neutron yield, Y13!15, in the 13-15 MeV energy band around
the characteristic 14.1 MeV DT fusion neutron energy, burn
averaged ion-temperature (Tion), neutron and x-ray burn-
widths (sn and sx), down-scatter-ratio (DSR), and the time of
peak neutron brightness (“bang-time”). On the NIF, Y13!15 is
an average of many diagnostics including four neutron time-
of-flight (NToF) detectors,24 numerous radiochemical activa-
tion measurements,25 and a magnetic recoil spectrometer
(MRS).26 Tion is directly related to the temporal spread

FIG. 4. Backlit x-ray absorption imaging of ablators near peak velocity are shown for a low-foot implosion (left frame) and two high-foot implosions (middle
and right frames). The two horizontal bands in the left frame show a perturbation in the ablator that was initiated by the 110 nm plastic membrane (“tent”) that
holds the capsule in place in its as-built configuration. The middle image shows no evidence of the tent perturbation even though the tent thickness was the
same as for the low-foot implosion shown in the left frame. The right frame corresponds to a high-foot implosion in a longer hohlraum, which improves the
ablator shape,20 and also shows no evidence for a tent induced perturbation, the as-built tent being 45 nm thick in this case.

FIG. 5. Shown are the series of high-foot DT layer experiments time-integrated imaging results. The top row shows equatorial x-ray shape, the middle row
shows polar x-ray shape, and the bottom row shows neutron imaging (red being direct 13-17 MeV neutrons and cyan being down-scattered 6-12 MeV neu-
trons). Note for N130501 the observed M2 mode in the polar image is due to windows in the wall of the hohlraum that are aligned with the elongated shape.
Also for N130501, only the direct neutron image is shown. N130802 did not produce a useful neutron image due to its low yield. Dimensions are in lm. We
note, unsurprisingly, that the two implosions with the most distorted shapes, N130530 and N130802, also had longest burn-widths (see Table I).
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increases the adiabat of the implosion and prevents the abla-
tor from becoming so highly compressed (risking break-up)
during the implosion.

Two-dimensional (2D) ARES16,17 multimode (modes
<100) simulations using a measured surface roughness spec-
trum capture the enhanced stability benefits of the high-foot
drive (Fig. 2). These simulations, with a multiplier of 4 on
the amplitude of the applied surface perturbations (applied to
all interfaces including the ice layer, Fig. 2), show how the
low-foot ablator could begin to break-up around the time of
peak velocity and not be intact at peak compression, there-
fore disrupting the formation of the hot-spot, whereas
higher-foot implosions would be resistant to RT driven abla-
tor breakup. The factor of 4 was chosen because the yield in
the 2D low-foot simulation is degraded by a factor of !10 as
compared to 1D simulations of the same implosion, roughly
corresponding the observed yield deficit for the low-foot.18

The higher the foot level, as measured by the adiabat, a, and
shown in Fig. 2, the less high-mode instability growth is
observed but with a concomitant reduction in fuel compres-
sion and stagnation pressure.

The enhanced stability can be further and most simply
understood by comparing the in-flight-aspect ratios (IFARs),
Rin=DR, where Rin is the ablator inner radius and DR is the
ablator thickness: for the high-foot implosion, the IFAR is
roughly half of that of the low-foot implosion (Fig. 3). The
amplitude of instability growth is directly related to the
exponent of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rin=DR

p
=2 (Ref. 19) but it is also intuitively

obvious that a thicker ablator traveling the same total dis-
tance would be less susceptible to break-up than a thinner
one. The fact that the high-foot ablator is roughly !2"
thicker than the low-foot ablator was confirmed in streaked
radiography experiments of the high-foot implosion (shot
N130409, inset in Fig. 3 and also see Appendix A).

Framing camera images (backlit absorption) of the high-
foot capsule near peak velocity (and radius R ! 200 lm), the
primary purpose of which is to obtain ablator shape data,20,21

gave the first incidental indications of reduced A-RT insta-
bility. The low-foot implosion develops rips from A-RT

growth along lines of latitude across the circumference of
the capsule (Fig. 4, left frame), seeded by the two circles of
contact between the capsule and the drumhead-like mem-
branes (the “tent” made of plastic), of 110 nm thickness in
this case, which holds the capsule in the center of the hohl-
raum. High-foot implosions (center frame and right frame of
Fig. 4) show no such tent generated perturbation. Later,
direct experimental demonstrations of greatly reduced A-RT
instability using the high-foot pulse-shape, in the linear re-
gime, were performed using face-on radiography of pre-
imposed capsule perturbations.22,23

FIG. 2. Capsule-only multimode sta-
bility calculations of the low-foot (top
row) implosion and two high-foot (sec-
ond and third rows) implosions are
shown. The left column shows the con-
dition of the ablator (on a density color
scale) at 200 lm radius which is near
peak velocity and the right column
shows the condition of the ablator and
hot-spot at peak compression. The
trade-off between densification and
stability are clear. Reprinted with per-
mission from Phys. Rev. Lett. 112,
055002 (2014). Copyright 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC.

FIG. 3. Simulated inflight-aspect-ratio vs. fuel-ablator interface radius for
high-foot (blue and red) and low-foot (black) implosions are plotted.
Throughout most of the implosion, the high-foot case has IFAR that is half
of the low-foot case. Confirmation of the IFAR was validated by streaked ra-
diography experiments (N130409) of the implosion that give the ablator
thickness as a function of ablator center-of-mass radius (inset).
Experimental data are given as points with error bars in the inset and results
from simulations are shown as curves.
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increases the adiabat of the implosion and prevents the abla-
tor from becoming so highly compressed (risking break-up)
during the implosion.

Two-dimensional (2D) ARES16,17 multimode (modes
<100) simulations using a measured surface roughness spec-
trum capture the enhanced stability benefits of the high-foot
drive (Fig. 2). These simulations, with a multiplier of 4 on
the amplitude of the applied surface perturbations (applied to
all interfaces including the ice layer, Fig. 2), show how the
low-foot ablator could begin to break-up around the time of
peak velocity and not be intact at peak compression, there-
fore disrupting the formation of the hot-spot, whereas
higher-foot implosions would be resistant to RT driven abla-
tor breakup. The factor of 4 was chosen because the yield in
the 2D low-foot simulation is degraded by a factor of !10 as
compared to 1D simulations of the same implosion, roughly
corresponding the observed yield deficit for the low-foot.18

The higher the foot level, as measured by the adiabat, a, and
shown in Fig. 2, the less high-mode instability growth is
observed but with a concomitant reduction in fuel compres-
sion and stagnation pressure.

The enhanced stability can be further and most simply
understood by comparing the in-flight-aspect ratios (IFARs),
Rin=DR, where Rin is the ablator inner radius and DR is the
ablator thickness: for the high-foot implosion, the IFAR is
roughly half of that of the low-foot implosion (Fig. 3). The
amplitude of instability growth is directly related to the
exponent of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rin=DR

p
=2 (Ref. 19) but it is also intuitively

obvious that a thicker ablator traveling the same total dis-
tance would be less susceptible to break-up than a thinner
one. The fact that the high-foot ablator is roughly !2"
thicker than the low-foot ablator was confirmed in streaked
radiography experiments of the high-foot implosion (shot
N130409, inset in Fig. 3 and also see Appendix A).

Framing camera images (backlit absorption) of the high-
foot capsule near peak velocity (and radius R ! 200 lm), the
primary purpose of which is to obtain ablator shape data,20,21

gave the first incidental indications of reduced A-RT insta-
bility. The low-foot implosion develops rips from A-RT

growth along lines of latitude across the circumference of
the capsule (Fig. 4, left frame), seeded by the two circles of
contact between the capsule and the drumhead-like mem-
branes (the “tent” made of plastic), of 110 nm thickness in
this case, which holds the capsule in the center of the hohl-
raum. High-foot implosions (center frame and right frame of
Fig. 4) show no such tent generated perturbation. Later,
direct experimental demonstrations of greatly reduced A-RT
instability using the high-foot pulse-shape, in the linear re-
gime, were performed using face-on radiography of pre-
imposed capsule perturbations.22,23

FIG. 2. Capsule-only multimode sta-
bility calculations of the low-foot (top
row) implosion and two high-foot (sec-
ond and third rows) implosions are
shown. The left column shows the con-
dition of the ablator (on a density color
scale) at 200 lm radius which is near
peak velocity and the right column
shows the condition of the ablator and
hot-spot at peak compression. The
trade-off between densification and
stability are clear. Reprinted with per-
mission from Phys. Rev. Lett. 112,
055002 (2014). Copyright 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC.

FIG. 3. Simulated inflight-aspect-ratio vs. fuel-ablator interface radius for
high-foot (blue and red) and low-foot (black) implosions are plotted.
Throughout most of the implosion, the high-foot case has IFAR that is half
of the low-foot case. Confirmation of the IFAR was validated by streaked ra-
diography experiments (N130409) of the implosion that give the ablator
thickness as a function of ablator center-of-mass radius (inset).
Experimental data are given as points with error bars in the inset and results
from simulations are shown as curves.
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II. HIGH-FOOT PULSE-SHAPE

Near the end of 2012, an international workshop was
convened to address the physics difficulties that were appa-
rent in the NIC. A number of strategies were suggested in
order to address the physics that was frustrating the NIC im-
plosion.4 The high-foot implosion5–7 was developed primar-
ily to test the hypothesis that ablation-front Rayleigh-Taylor
(A-RT) instability8 was responsible for a significant fraction
of the degraded implosion performance observed during the
NIC.2,9 The high-foot also appeared, in simulations, to amel-
iorate a sensitivity of the ablation front-profile to opacity
modeling.5 The high-foot campaign began using the same
target geometry and material (CH plastic capsules) as the
NIC Rev. 5 design10—a practical choice dictated by logistics
of obtaining targets when the effort began—but the laser
pulse-shape is different (see Fig. 1, left frame).

In order to create a higher hohlraum radiation tempera-
ture, Tr, in the early-time “foot” of the drive (hence “high-
foot”), the initial picket of the laser pulse is approximately
doubled as compared to the low-foot drive, thus launching a
stronger and faster first shock (the shock speed scales as
us ! T1:75

r ) into the ablator of the capsule. The laser power in
the trough (the time between the first and second shocks) is
also higher than the low-foot in order to maintain an approxi-
mately constant Tr ! 90 eV in the foot. A consequence of
the higher Tr at early time is a more rapid ablation of the cap-
sule (the ablation velocity scales as, va ! T9=10

r , Ref. 19).
The stronger/faster first shock places both the ablator and the
DT ice on a higher adiabat, a, than that of the low-foot pulse
shape. In terms of the definition of DT adiabat that is a ratio
between the DT pressure and the minimum DT equation of
state (EOS) pressure at 1000 g/cc,10 a ¼ P=Pcold (note the
alternate definition of a ¼ P=PFermi, where PFermi is the
Fermi pressure) the high-foot pulse-shape design used in our
campaign has fuel a ! 2:5, whereas the low-foot point
design ideally has fuel a ! 1:45.

In order the maintain the correct shock merger depth in
the DT ice for the first and subsequent shocks, the time dura-
tion of the trough is shortened by approximately 5 ns as
compared to the low-foot pulse. Additional features of the
high-foot pulse-shape are the dropping of one shock (that
would correspond to dropping shock number “2” in the four

shock low-foot pulse) and a reduction of the peak laser power
(for better hot-spot shape control) associated with driving the
final shock. Dropping the number of shocks in the high-foot
from 4 to 3 was motivated by a desire to reduce potential
Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability and vorticity generation
at the fuel-ablator interface, but also had the practical benefit
of simplifying the complexity of shock timing and reducing
the number of “keyhole” experiments needed.11,12

Some elements of the high-foot pulse-shape are recog-
nizable in the direct-drive high-adiabat pulse shape of the
LLE.13,14 Namely, the LLE high-adiabat pulse essentially
doubles the laser power in the early part of the pulse that
launches the first and second shocks as compared to the low-
adiabat pulse-shape (see Fig. 1, right frame). Like the high-
foot pulse, the high-adiabat pulse is of shorter time duration
than the low-adiabat pulse. Unlike the high-foot pulse, the
LLE high-adiabat pulse-shape is still a four shock pulse-
shape and the peak power was left the same as the low-
adiabat pulse. The goals of the LLNL high-foot and LLE
high-adiabat pulse shape are essentially the same: create a
more stable implosion at the cost of theoretical fuel
compression.

III. HIGH-FOOT STABILITY

The essential stability benefits of the high-foot scheme
can be understood from examining an expression for the lin-
ear growth-rate of ablation driven RT instability15

cA#RTI ¼ a2ðFr; !Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kg

1þ kLq

s

# b2ðFr; !Þkva (1)

where k is the perturbation wavenumber, g is the ablator
acceleration, Lq is the density gradient scale-length of the
ablation front, and a2 and b2 are parameters of order unity
whose exact values depend upon a heat conduction scale-
length parameter, !, and the Froude number, Fr ¼ v2

a=ðgLqÞ.
The key stabilizing effects of the high-foot drive enter
through the higher ablation velocity increasing the b2kva ab-
lative stabilization term of Eq. (1) and through an increase in
Lq which reduces the

ffiffiffiffiffi
kg
p

unstable RT drive term. The
increase in Lq is primarily due to a stronger 1st shock which

FIG. 1. (Left frame) The NIF indirect
drive high-foot pulse-shape (red) is
juxtaposed with the low-foot pulse-
shape (black) with the salient features
identified. (Right frame) The LLE
direct drive high-adiabat pulse-shape is
shown with the low-adiabat pulse-
shape. The high-foot pulse launches
three shocks, while the others launch
four shocks. Inset: The NIF hohlraum-
capsule geometry is shown with laser
beams impinging upon the target.
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High Foot Implosions have given improved 
performance over the more stressing Low Foot!

Hi-foot Yields are approaching the milestone of 1016, which signifies 
significant contribution of yield due to alpha heating, !

In spite of the toroidal shapes and even for the worst per-
forming high-foot implosions, the inferred levels of CH abla-
tor mix into the hot-spot were low (<100 ng for all but one
shot, N130530 which had <200 ng of mix inferred), in con-
trast to low-foot implosions.2,37,38 Fig. 7 shows a comparison
of neutron yield vs. CH mix mass for all high-foot shots and
a select number of low-foot shots. Note in Fig. 7 that several
low-foot shots had low mix inferred—these were lower speed
coasting implosions generally. Interestingly, in-spite of non-
1D shape, 1D simulations of high-foot shots are in much bet-
ter agreement with measured yield than low-foot shots (see
Fig. 8 where yield-over-clean, YOC, from 1D HYDRA36

simulation is plotted against CH ablator mix fraction). Both
the improved A-RT stability and reduced convergence ratio,
CR, of the high-foot pulse-shape contribute to a more predict-
able implosion as measured by higher YOC.

The expected reduced hot-spot CR and fuel compression
levels for the high-foot implosions are measured and shown
in Fig. 9 (left frame). In Fig. 9, it is observed that high-foot
implosions generally compress less, but there is also a con-
siderable range of compressions/convergence within each
class of either high-foot or low-foot implosions. In spite of
trading off compression to gain stability, the net performance
of the high-foot in terms of ignition metrics, such as general-
ized Lawson criteria (GLC)39 or yield amplification due to
a-particle self-heating40 (Ya=Yna, ratio of yield with

FIG. 7. For the database of high-foot (green) and low-foot (blue) shots on
NIF, total neutron yield is plotted against the inferred amount of ablator
mix.37 An uncertainty band corresponding to 100 ng of mix is imposed in
the figure. Laser power and energy for the key high-foot experiments are
noted.

FIG. 8. 1D simulations of the implosion performance (using multi-
frequency radiation drive sources that are calibrated to shock-timing and im-
plosion trajectory data) are plotted against ablator mix fraction. High-foot
results (green) show high YOC, while low-foot results are generally lower.
As expected, for low-foot experiments with large mix fractions, the YOC is
particularly low.

FIG. 9. (Top frame) DSR, a measure of ðqrÞf uel is plotted against hot-spot
convergence ratio. (Bottom frame) total neutron yield is plotted against fuel
ðqrÞf uel. High-foot shots (green) are generally less compressed and have a
higher yield than low-foot (blue) shots consistent with high-foot adiabat
being higher and convergence ratio lower than low-foot shots. The three
highest performing shots are highlighted with their shot number in red.
Contours of yield multiplication due to alpha-particle self-heating and GLC
are also shown on the right frame.
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What neutron flux do we expect from a non-
igniting but “alpha heating dominant” implosion ?!

!

!

•  Rf = 30 µm, & typical  t0 ~ 100 psec!
•  Y = defined as 1016 neutrons!
•  Production rate: 1026 neutrons / sec!
•  Near target center: Fluence is:  !

– 1024 neutrons / m2 !
– And Flux is:!

•  1034 neutrons / m2 sec!

Even an un-ignited NIF capsule is an impressive 
source of neutrons or NIF nuclear science!
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Thanks to the entire NIF team!!


